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Since 2005, VEJA has been creating sneakers
in a different way, mixing social projects,
economic justice, and ecological materials.

Before presenting this defective guide,
it is essential to know:
As part of VEJA’s commitment to the environment, 
and given the materials and production processes 
we use, we are aware that some pairs may have
small marks or imperfections.

Because we use natural and non-chemical elements 
as often as possible, some parts of the shoe can
undergo natural reactions (oxidation).

We believe such marks make our pairs unique,
not defective.

However, if several pairs are considered to be
defective by a client, VEJA possesses the right
to send an expert company (Bureau Veritas,
SGS, or QIMA) in situ to carry out quality control. 

If, while carrying this control, some pairs
do not show any defects, the costs incurred
for this inspection will be borne by the client.

Please note that VEJA only accepts defective
pairs from the previous collection as well as
the current one.

1. InTRoDUCTIon



Some pairs may present spots,
scratches, and marks, which
may appear to be defects; again,
we do not consider such markings
as defects.

2. non-
DEFECTIVE



1. THE WHITE SPOTS (due to natural oxidation)
presented on the “V” rubber are not considered 
faulty. Such markings can be cleaned with a slightly 
damp cloth or a brush. 

2. Pairs that show these shapes
are not considered defective.



3. THE RELIEF OF THE «V», and/or
THE LOW STRUCTURE of the sneaker
(especially in the vulcanized soles) are
not considered a defect.



.

3. VEJA CARE
AnD CLEAnInG
To keep your pair of VEJA’s in good 
condition, please follow the care 
guide in this video.

Under any circumstances
use the washing machine.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aU2zrb4aMw&t=16s


Defective pairs may have:

• MANUFACTURING DEFECTS 
(non-conformities, broken eyelets, 
poor finishing in between others).

• WEAR DEFECT
(which appears overtime
after the use of the sneaker). 

4. CATEGoRIES
oF DEFECT



DEFECTIVE CATEGoRY:

1. LEAThER / CWL

2. SUEDE

3. LInInG

4. MESh / oThER TExTILES

5. VELCRo

6. RUbbER

7. EYELETS

8. bonDInG

9. PACkAGInG / PREPARATIon

10. MAnUFACTURInG STITChInG

11. MAnUFACTURInG CLEAnLInESS

12. CoLoR MIGRATIon
 

/ 
 

YELLoWInG
  

13. oThERS



1. LEAThER/
CWL

- Defective leather/CWL.
- Deformed leather/CWL.
- Leather/CWL teared.
- Leather/CWL teared in the holes laces.
- Pleated or wrinkled leather/CWL.
- Poor finishing leather/CWL.





2. SUEDE

- Defective suede (manufacturing).
- Teared suede.
- Holed suede.
- Color migration in suede.





3. LInInG

- Ripped holed lining.





4. MESh/
oThER TExTILES
- All types of Mesh
(B-Mesh, Alveomesh, Hexamesh)
and other textiles ripped or holed.
- Color migration.





5. VELCRo 

- Defective velcro.
- Non-functional velcro.





6. RUbbER
- Defective sole punctured,
perforated, or deformed.





7. EYELETS

- Broken eyelets. 





8. bonDInG

- Unglued sole.
- Vulcanized sole tape unglued.
- Unglued labels, any other type of gluing problem.





9. PACkAGInG AnD
PREPARATIon
- Mismatch in size or foot
( left + left/right + right).
- Different styles.
- Different colors.





10. MAnUFACTURInG 
STITChInG

- Unstitched.
- Broken stitching.
- Broken threads or any other
type of stitching issues.





11. MAnUFACTURInG
CLEAnLInESS
- Glue stains.
- Felt or pen stains. 
- Factory machinery stains,
humidity, mold.





12. CoLoR MIGRATIon /
YELLoWInG
- Fading color/dyeing.
- Color migration or yellowing.





13. oThERS
- Buckles (V lock or 3-LOCK) not well-fixed.
- Fading logo, bad smells (new pairs).
- Asymmetry, or any other type of defect
not mentioned before.



5. RETURn PoLICY
PRoCEDURE FoR
DETECTIVE PAIRS
Please note that VEJA only accepts
defective pairs from the previous
collection as well as the current one.



Steps to follow to return
defective pairs:

Send the "VEJA defective form document"
to the sales team. 

- TYPE OF DEFECT: you have a list with the different 
categories of defects (please refer to slide 09).

- PRODUCTION NUMBER, this number can be
found under the inner sole and in the shoebox
label (from the Autumn Winter 2021 collection).




